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Abstract— For the past decade or so, evolutionary multiobjective optimization (EMO) methodologies have earned wide
popularity for solving complex practical optimization problems,
simply due to their ability to find a representative set of
Pareto-optimal solutions for mostly two, three, and some extent
to four and five-objective optimization problems. Recently,
emphasis has been made in addressing the decision-making
activities in arriving at a single preferred solution. The multiple
criteria decision making (MCDM) literature offers a number
of possibilities for such a task involving user preferences
which can be supplied in different forms. This paper presents
an interactive methodology for finding a preferred set of
solutions, instead of the complete Pareto-optimal frontier, by
incorporating preference information of the decision maker.
Particularly, we borrow the concept of light beam search and
combine it with the NSGA-II procedure. The working of this
procedure has been demonstrated on a set of test problems and
on engineering design problems having two to ten objectives,
where the obtained solutions are found to match with the true
Pareto-optimal solutions. The results highlight the utility of
this approach towards eventually facilitating a better and more
reliable optimization-cum-decision-making task.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the recent past, much efforts have been put in combining
evolutionary multi-objective optimization (EMO) methodologies with a multi-criterion decision-making (MCDM)
strategy in finding a set of Pareto-optimal solutions and then
choosing a single preferred solution [7], [6], [11], [9]. This
paper is another effort in this direction, but uses the so-called
light beam methodology [8] of MCDM strategies along with
the popularly-used NSGA-II procedure [4].
Interactive methodologies involving the designer or a
decision-maker have been actively pursued in the field of
multi-objective optimization in the recent past. In the classical multi-objective optimization literature, during the past
four decades, more than a dozen of interactive methodologies
have been proposed. In most of these methods, some initial
preference information is given by the decision-maker (DM).
The algorithm then finds and presents one or more Paretooptimal solutions satisfying the preference information provided by the DM. This allows the DM to analyze the
solutions and offers the DM to change his/her decision, if
he/she is not completely satisfied. He/she can then change
the preference information or specify more information and
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do further iterations till a satisfactory solution is achieved.
In some of these methods, preference information is given
by specifying an aspiration or a reference point. In other
methods, aspiration level is expressed based upon the tradeoff rate information or by comparing two or more solutions.
On the other hand, EMO methodologies are found to be
adequate in finding multiple and widely-distributed tradeoff solutions in a single simulation. Thus, an ideal usage
of EMO lies in the steps of a MCDM procedure which
require multiple evaluation of different Pareto-optimal solutions. For example, in the reference point based EMO
suggested elsewhere [7], Pareto-optimal solutions close to
the optimal solution to the achievement scalarizing function
computed from the supplied reference point were found using
NSGA-II. In the suggested reference direction based NSGAII procedure [6], Pareto-optimal solution corresponding to
the reference points on a reference direction (dictated by
two supplied points in the objective space) were found
simultaneously. In this paper, we follow the light beam search
procedure and instead of finding a single Pareto-optimal
solution corresponding to the intersection of a line joining
the supplied aspiration and reservation points and the Paretooptimal front, we find a set of solutions in the vicinity to
provide a region of interest to the DM. The light beam search
procedure was proposed by Jaszkiewicz and Slowinski [8].
The basic setting is identical to the reference point method of
Wierzbicki [12] in the spirit of satisfying decision making.
It is analogous to projecting a focussed beam of light from
an aspiration point on to the Pareto-optimal front, in the
direction of a reservation point.
In the remainder of this paper, we briefly discuss the classical interactive multi-objective optimization methodologies
and then suggest the hybrid light beam search based EMO
procedure. Thereafter, we demonstrate the working principle
of the hybrid procedure on a number of test problems and
engineering design problems. The problems involve two to
ten objectives and a number of constraints. The paper ends
with a number of conclusions and extensions to this study.
II. P REFERENCE BASED E VOLUTIONARY
M ULTI -O BJECTIVE O PTIMIZATION
For a decade or so, researchers in the field of evolutionary
multi-objective optimization (EMO) have shown interests in
developing EMO based interactive methods. Many preference based methods have also been proposed. Phelps and
Koksalan [10] have proposed a method where a pair-wise
comparison is used to include DM’s preference. Branke et

al. [2] and Branke and Deb [1] have proposed a guided multiobjective evolutionary algorithm (G-MOEA), where the definition of dominance has been modified based upon the DM’s
preference information. Deb et al. [7], [6] have proposed the
reference point based and reference direction based EMO
procedures. Thiele et al. [11] have proposed a preferencebased interactive EMO (PBEA). In this method, initially a
rough approximated Pareto-optimal front is presented to the
DM. Thereafter, the DM specifies a reference point to focus
the search to his/her region of interest.
One of the advantages with most of these interactive
EMO methodologies is that they attempt to find a set of
preferred solutions or locate a preferred region on the Paretooptimal frontier, instead of finding a single preferred solution.
With the knowledge of multiple solutions near the region
of interest, the DM will be in a better position to make
a satisfactory decision. Another advantage with interactive
EMO procedures is that instead of finding one or more
preferred solutions near a single region of the Pareto-optimal
front, an EMO can help find multiple preferred regions
corresponding to different preferences simultaneously. This
facility becomes handy in cases where the DM is hesitant
to provide a single preferred information (such as a single
reference point or a single reference direction etc.), simply because he/she is not confident yet in making such a
bold decision. Although, multiple yet different preference
information can be considered serially one at a time before
making a final choice, the EMO based procedures allow
one to consider multiple (two or more) different preference
information simultaneously.

to the middle point. It determines only those solutions which
outrank the middle point. All such solutions constitute the
outranking neighborhood of the middle point. The extreme
points or characteristic neighbors are found one for each
objective by considering the maximum allowed improvement
in a particular objective in relation to the middle point. The
DM can control the search by either modifying the aspiration
and/or reservation points, or by shifting the middle point to
selected better point from its neighborhood or by modifying
the preference threshold values.

III. T HE L IGHT B EAM S EARCH A PPROACH
The light beam search (LBS), as described in Jaszkiewicz
and Slowinski [8], combines the reference point idea and
tools of multi-attribute decision analysis (MADA). It enables
an interactive analysis of multiple-objective decision problems due to presentation of samples of a large set of nondominated points to the decision maker in each iteration. An
aspiration and a reservation point must be supplied by the
DM. These two points determines the direction of the search
in an iteration. If these two points are not suggested, the ideal
point and the nadir point or some other worse points can be
assumed as aspiration and reservation points, respectively.
Initially a non-dominated middle point is determined by
projecting the aspiration point on to the non-dominated front
by using an augmented version of Wierzbicki’s scalarizing
achievement function. Thereafter, a local preference model
in the form of an outranking relation S is used to obtain
neighboring solutions of the current non-dominated point, or
the middle point. It is said that a outranks b (or aSb), if a is
considered to be at least as good as b. To define outranking
relation, DM has to specify three preference thresholds for
each objective. They are indifference threshold, preference
threshold and veto threshold. In the LBS procedure, they are
assumed to provide only local information, thus they are assumed to be constants. Based on these values, the outranking
relation finds a solution which is incomparable or indifferent

1) Ask the DM to specify starting aspiration and reservation points.
2) Compute the starting middle point on the Paretooptimal front.
3) Ask DM to specify the local preferential information
used to build an outranking relation.
4) Present the middle point to the DM.
5) Calculate the characteristic neighbors of the middle
point and present them to the DM.
6) If DM is satisfied, terminate the procedure, else ask
DM to choose one of the neighboring points to be
the new middle point, or to update the preferential
information, or to define new aspiration point and/or
reservation point. The algorithm proceeds by moving
to to step 4.
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The light beam search approach is shown.

The following LBS procedure was suggested:

IV. LBS

BASED

EMO

With the above principle of the LBS procedure, we now
propose an EMO methodology by which a set of Paretooptimal solutions in the neighborhood of the middle point
can be found using the modified outranking relation. In
the original LBS method, the decision-maker has to specify
three preference parameters for each objective, which is quite
demanding on the part of the DM. Thus, to reduce the
input parameter requirement, we use only the veto preference
parameter here.

In the original LBS procedure, once the middle point is
obtained, the feasible direction of the largest improvement of
each objective is determined. The best feasible point in each
direction, satisfying the outranking criterion is determined.
These points are then projected onto the Pareto-optimal front
by solving augmented form of Wierzbicki’s achievement
scalarizing problem. This results in the best feasible point in
each direction, satisfying the outranking criterion and Paretooptimality.
Since the EMO approach deals with a population of solutions, the required points satisfying the outranking criterion
in all the directions would be obtained in one simulation
run. It can also find multiple preferred regions of the Paretooptimal front corresponding to multiple light beams in one
iteration, if desired by the DM. In this paper, to demonstrate
the ability of the suggested procedure we shall choose any
two points as aspiration and reservation points, respectively,
instead of ideal and nadir point always.
To implement the procedure, we use NSGA-II as an EMO
procedure, although other methods can also be tried. The
following procedure is suggested for minimization problems:
1) Non-domination ranking is done for the whole population.
2) For each front, each solution in the front is assigned a
crowding rank:
a) Crowding distance (d) of each solution is calculated as:
d = max{λj (fj − zjr )} + ρ

M
X
(fj − zjr ), (1)
j=1

r
] is the aspiration point,
where zr = [z1r , . . . , zM
Λ = [λ1 , . . . , λM ] is a weighting vector, λj >
0, j = 1, . . . , M and ρ is a sufficiently small
positive number (called the augmentation coefficient, which we have fixed to 10−6 here). The
weighting vector can be defined by aspiration zr
and reservation zv points, such that zjr < zjv ,
j = 1, . . . , M in the following manner:

λj =

1
.
zjv − zjr

(2)

b) Solution with least d value is the middle point
(zc ), and it is assigned the highest crowding rank.
c) All the solutions which outrank the middle point
are found using the outranking relation (described
later).
d) For all the solutions which outrank the middle
point, the maximum difference in objective value
with zc is determined, as follows:
δ = max(fj − zjc ),

j = 1, . . . , M.

(3)

Based upon the δ value, a crowding rank is
assigned to each solution. A solution with lesser
δ is assigned a higher rank and vice versa.

e) Remaining solutions are assigned lesser crowding
rank so that they are not preferred during the
selection procedure.
In case of multiple light beams, a crowding rank
corresponding to each light beam is first determined
for each solution. Thereafter, the minimum rank for
all light beams is assigned as the final crowding rank
of the particular solution.
3) To obtain a uniform distribution of solutions in the
lighted region, no two solutions apart by less than 
distance are preferred.
The modified outranking relation used here is given below:
mv (zc , f ) = card{j : fj − zjc ≥ vj ,
f Szc ,
if mv = 0.

j = 1, . . . , M },

The solution f outranks zc (that is, f Szc ) means f is as good
as zc . As both solutions belong to the same non-dominated
front, if f is better than zc in some objectives, then it must
be worse in at least in one other objective. For f to outrank
zc , the amount of deterioration of f over zc must not exceed
the supplied veto threshold.
V. S IMULATION R ESULTS
Simulation results on two to ten objective problems are
presented in this section. First, some test problems have been
considered followed by a few standard engineering design
optimization problems. In all simulation runs, the SBX
recombination operator has been used with a distribution
index of 10 and the polynomial mutation with a distribution
index of 20 [3]. We use populations of size 100, 200, 200,
and 500 for two, three, five and ten objectives, respectively.
A. Two-Objective Test problem ZDT1
First, we consider the 30-variable ZDT1 problem. This
problem has a convex Pareto-optimal front spanning continuously√in f1 ∈ [0, 1] and follows a function relationship:
f2 = 1− f1 . Figure 2 shows various terms used for the LBS
procedure. The ideal point is assumed as the aspiration point
and the nadir point is assumed as the reservation point, in
this case. It can be observed that the middle point is obtained
by projecting the aspiration point on to the Pareto-optimal
front in the direction of the reservation point. Neighboring
solutions are obtained by the outranking relation. The span
of the light beam on the Pareto-optimal front is determined
by the veto threshold (v). We have used v1 = v2 = 0.05 and
 = 0.01 here. It is clear that with a small v, the range
of obtained solutions are also small. Thus, if the DM is
interested in obtaining a large neighborhood of solutions near
the desired region, a large value of the veto threshold vector v
is required to be chosen. By using different aspiration and/or
reservation points, different regions of the Pareto-optimal
front can also be easily obtained. But, it may be a better
strategy to assume the ideal point as the aspiration point and
use different points in the objective space as the reservation
point to explore different parts of the Pareto-optimal frontier.
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B. Two-Objective Test problem ZDT3
The 30-variable ZDT3 problem has a disconnected set
of Pareto-optimal fronts. Figure 3 shows that no Paretooptimal solution exists along the light beam direction with
 = 0.01. In such a case, solutions in the vicinity of the beam
direction which are closer to the aspiration point is usually
obtained. The solution which is closest to the aspiration
point becomes the middle point and the solutions which
outranks this middle point are the outranking neighbors. It
can be noted that among all the solutions, the one which
has minimum crowding distance (eqn 1) is declared as the
middle point.
The obtained middle point is (0.258, 0.242) and characteristic neighbors are (0.23, 0.333) and (0.258, 0.242), respectively. It can be clearly observed that solutions only on the
left side of the middle point are found to outrank the middle
point and hence they remain as candidate points in the final
NSGA-II population. As the gap in disconnected regions in
f1 is larger than v1 (we have used v1 = v2 = 0.05) solutions
on the right side are not able to outrank the middle point and
hence they cannot be present in the obtained set along with
the middle point.

0.2

Fig. 3.

LBS-based NSGA-II on ZDT1.

As we move towards the right side of the middle point on
to the Pareto-optimal front, f2 improves but f1 gets worse.
The amount by which f1 worsens is restricted by the veto
threshold v1 . Similarly, when we move towards left of the
middle point, f1 improves whereas f2 gets worse and the
extent of maximum deterioration in f2 is determined by the
veto threshold v2 . This concept has to be clearly understood
by the DM, before he/she suggests the veto preference values.
By investigating the characteristic neighbors and the middle
point, we observe that the difference in their objective values
is almost equal to their respective vi values. This is expected
for two-objective optimization problems, as the best for one
objective is automatically worst for the other objective. The
obtained middle point is (0.382, 0.382) and characteristic
neighbors are (0.336, 0.421) and (0.430, 0.344), respectively,
for the first and second objectives.
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LBS based NSGA-II on ZDT3.

C. Two-Objective Test problem KUR
The Pareto-optimal front of this three-variable test problem
is non-convex as well as disconnected. Here also, to make the
problem somewhat difficult, we consider a beam direction in
such a way that no Pareto-optimal solution exist along this
direction. The solution z becomes the middle point and the
solutions which outranks z are found. The obtained middle
point is (−15.882, −7.752) and characteristic neighbors are
(−16.164, −7.187) and (−15.38, −8.60) along f1 and f2 ,
respectively. Here the gap between the disconnected regions
is very less in both objectives. Thus solutions are obtained on
both disconnected regions. We have used v1 = 0.5, v2 = 0.8
and  = 0.01. The gap in fj is less than vj , for all j.
2
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1) Two-objective Test problem OSY: This is a six-variable
problem having six constraints. The Pareto-optimal region
is a concatenation of five regions. To make the task challenging, we choose the beam direction in such a way that

it passes through the knee. Neighboring solutions on both
sides of the knee are easily obtained. The obtained middle
point is (−240.698, 27.91) and characteristic neighbors are
(−246.27, 37.17) and (−214.755, 26.175), respectively, for
f1 and f2 . We have used v1 = 30, v2 = 10 and  = 0.01.
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LBS based NSGA-II on DTLZ2.
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LBS based NSGA-II on OSY.
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D. Three-objective Test Problem DTLZ2
DTLZ2 is a 12-variable problem having a non-convex
Pareto-optimal front. We have used v1 = v2 = v3 =
0.05. After obtaining the middle point, a large number of
solutions are determined in the outranking neighborhood.
The crowding ranking is done based upon the δ value (eqn 3).
DTLZ2 being a three-objective problem, we obtain the
highlighted region enclosed by three characteristic neighbors.
In Figure 6, the obtained characteristic neighbors are found
to be z 1 = (0.485, 0.618, 0.618), z 2 = (0.618, 0.484, 0.619),
and z 3 = (0.622, 0.622, 0.473), respectively for the three
objective dimensions. The middle point obtained is z c =
(0.577, 0.577, 0.577). The solutions on the line joining point
z 1 and z 2 have δ (eqn 3) equal to v3 . Similarly, the other
extreme points are having δ corresponding to their vj . The
coordinates of middle points joining pairs of characteristic
neighbors are w 1 , w2 and w3 given by (0.626, 0.567, 0.536),
(0.556, 0.627, 0.547), and (0.542, 0.559, 0.627), respectively.
The obtained solutions will not go beyond these points in
their respective objectives. In Figure 7, two light beams
have been shown. We use the same aspiration point for
both whereas the reservation point for each light beam is
assumed different from each other. This shows the ability of
the proposed method in finding multiple preferred regions
on the Pareto-optimal front. The density of solution in the
highlighted region can be easily varied by controlling the
 value. In Figure 6, we have used  = 0.025 whereas in
Figure 7,  = 0.01 is used.
E. Five-objective DTLZ2 Test Problem
Next, we apply the proposed procedure to the
variable DTLZ2 problem. Ideal point (0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
nadir point (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) are used as aspiration
reservation points, respectively. We use vj =
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Multiple beam search using NSGA-II on DTLZ2.

for all j = 1, . . . , 5 and  = 0.04. Figure 8 shows
the value path plot of the obtained solutions. The
obtained middle point is (0.447, 0.447, 0.447, 0.447, 0.447)
and
characteristic
neighbors
obtained
are
(0.275533, 0.471007, 0.485127, 0.484042, 0.482520),
(0.482139, 0.284191, 0.472424, 0.482054, 0.482239),
(0.487427, 0.489299, 0.234216, 0.484868, 0.485382),
(0.495847, 0.495913, 0.494848, 0.150943, 0.490547)
and
(0.495198, 0.495400, 0.495992, 0.496334, 0.130588),
respectively, for each of the five objectives. Since
PMthe Paretooptimal solutions in DTLZ2 problem satisfy j=1 fj2 equal
to one and we have given equal weightage (eqn 2) to all
objectives, the obtained solutions are concentrated
near
P 2
fj = √15 or 0.447. We also checked the
fj and found
that it lies between 1.016 and 1, thus it confirms that all the
obtained solutions are very close to the true Pareto-optimal
front.
F. 10-objective Test Problem DTLZ2
We then attempt to solve 19-variable DTLZ2 problem
with preference information same as the one used in above
section V-E, except here we use  = 0.1. Here also we
observe that the obtained
are concentrated near
P solutions
fj = √110 or 0.316 and
fj2 lies between 1.01 and 1.006,
thereby indicating that the obtained solutions are very close
to the true Pareto-optimal front. The obtained middle point
(z c ) is 0.316 for all j = 1, . . . , 10. From the Figure 9, it is
clear that the worse value of any objective does not exceed
0.366 which is equal to (zjc + vj ). It is very interesting to

0.5

The fourth constraint makes sure that the allowable buckling
load (along t direction) of the beam is more than the applied
load F = 6, 000 lbs. A violation of any of the above four
constraints will make the design unacceptable. The stress
and buckling terms are non-linear to design variables and
are given as follows:
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√
,
2hl
p
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LBS Based NSGA-II on five-objective DTLZ2 problem.

note that the algorithm has found solutions which satisfies
DM’s preference and also achieves minimum value for some
objectives. All these solutions outrank the middle point, thus
they are non-dominated with respect to the middle point.
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LBS with NSGA-II on 10-objective DTLZ2 problem.

The objectives are conflicting in nature and NSGA-II
is applied elsewhere to find the optimized non-dominated
front of this problem [3]. Here, instead of finding the
complete Pareto-optimal front, we are interested in finding
the optimized trade-off regions. We have used (20, 0.01)
as the aspiration point, (45.0, 0.0) as the reservation point,
v1 = 5.0, v2 = 0.0001, and  = 0.01. It is clearly seen in
Figure 10 that no solution exists along the beam direction.
In such a case, the extreme point of the Pareto-optimal set
becomes the middle point and its outranking neighborhood is
obtained only on the left. It is interesting to note that although
aspiration and reservation points lie on the same side of the
Pareto-optimal front, it is still able to find a set of Paretooptimal solutions along the focus of the light beam. The
spread of these solutions can easily be adjusted by changing
the veto threshold values (v1 and v2 ). The solution density
can be varied by using an appropriate .
0.01

G. Welded Beam Design Problem
Complete
Front

0.008

Deflection

The welded beam design problem has four real-parameter
variables x = (h, l, t, b) and four non-linear constraints. One
of the two objectives is to minimize the cost of fabrication
and other is to minimize the end deflection of the welded
beam [7]:

0.006

Beam
Direction

0.004

Middle Point

2

Minimize f1 (~x) = 1.10471h l + 0.04811tb(14.0 + l),
Minimize f2 (~x) = 2.1952
t3 b ,
Subject to g1 (~x) ≡ 13, 600 − τ (~x) ≥ 0,
g2 (~x) ≡ 30, 000 − σ(~x) ≥ 0,
g3 (~x) ≡ b − h ≥ 0,
g4 (~x) ≡ Pc (~x) − 6, 000 ≥ 0,
0.125 ≤ h, b ≤ 5.0,
0.1 ≤ l, t ≤ 10.0.
(4)
The first constraint makes sure that the shear stress developed
at the support location of the beam is smaller than the
allowable shear strength of the material (13,600 psi). The
second constraint makes sure that normal stress developed
at the support location of the beam is smaller than the
allowable yield strength of the material (30,000 psi). The
third constraint makes sure that thickness of the beam is not
smaller than the weld thickness from a practical standpoint.
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LBS based NSGA-II for the welded beam problem.

H. Spring Design Problem
We consider another engineering design problem in which
two of the three design variables are discrete in nature,
thereby causing the Pareto-optimal front to have a discrete
set of solutions. Diameter of the wire (d), diameter of the
spring (D) and the number of turns (N ) are to be found
for minimizing volume of spring and minimizing the stress

200000

developed due to the application of a load. Denoting the
variable vector x = (x1 , x2 , x3 ) = (N, d, D), we write
the two-objective, eight-constraint optimization problem as
follows [7]:

4C−1
2
K = 4C−4
+ 0.615x
,
x3
Pmax = 1, 000 lb,
δpm = 6 in,
G = 11, 500, 000 lb/in2 ,
lmax = 14 in,

P = 300 lb,
δw = 1.25 in,
S = 189 ksi,
Vmax = 30 in3 ,
C = x3 /x2 .

160000
140000

Stress (psi)

Minimize f1 (~x) = 0.25π 2 x2 2 x3 (x1 + 2),
max x3
,
Minimize f2 (~x) = 8KP
πx2 3
Subject to g1 (~x) = lmax − Pmax
k − 1.05(x1 + 2)x2 ≥ 0,
g2 (~x) = x2 − dmin ≥ 0,
g3 (~x) = Dmax − (x2 + x3 ) ≥ 0,
g4 (~x) = C − 3 ≥ 0,
g5 (~x) = δpm − δp ≥ 0,
g6 (~x) = Pmaxk −P − δw ≥ 0,
max x3
≥ 0,
g7 (~x) = S − 8KP
πx2 3
g8 (~x) = Vmax − 0.25π 2 x2 2 x3 (x1 + 2) ≥ 0,
x1 is integer, x2 is discrete, x3 is continuous.
(5)
The parameters used are as follows:
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0.072,
0.148,
0.244,
0.394,

0.0132,
0.020,
0.041,
0.092,
0.177,
0.283,
0.5.

All design variables are treated as real-valued parameters in
the NSGA-II with d taking discrete values from the above set
and N taking integer values in the range [1, 32]. We have
used 1.0 and 32.99 as lower and upper limit respectively
for N , and then taking its ceil before before evaluating the
solution.
We have used (15, 200000) as the aspiration point,
(0, 40000) as the reservation point, v1 = 2.0, v2 = 6000 and
 = 0.01 as our preference information. Figure 11 shows
the obtained solutions on the Pareto-optimal front. This
shows the ability of the proposed method in finding Paretooptimal solutions irrespective of the position of aspiration
and reservation points.
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15

25

The expressions for all the above functions can be found
elsewhere [6]. It is somewhat intuitive that if the weight of
the car is small, the pubic force experienced by a passenger
and the average velocity of the V-Pillar responsible for
withstanding the impact load will be large. It is not so
obvious but if a design manages to reduce the pubic force due
to a side impact, it is probably due to the large share of load
absorbed by the V-Pillar, thereby causing a large deflection
of the pillar. Thus, these three objectives are supposed to
produce a trade-off optimal frontier, if all three are to be
minimized in a multi-objective optimization sense.
NSGA−II Front

12.6
12.2
11.8
11.4
11
10.6

Beam
Direction

Obtained
Solutions

26
30
34

The final problem we consider here is a three-objective
car side impact problem having seven real-parameter design
variables and 10 constraints [6]:
Min.
Min.
Min.

f1 (x) = Weight, W ,
f2 (x) = Pubic force, F ,
f3 (x) = Avg. vel. of V-Pillar, 0.5 ∗ (VM BP + VF D ),
(6)

30

LBS based NSGA-II for the spring design problem.

22

I. Car Side Impact Problem

20

g1 (x) ≡ Abdomen load ≤ 1 kN,
g2 (x) ≡ V ∗ Cu ≤ 0.32 m/s,
g3 (x) ≡ V ∗ Cm ≤ 0.32 m/s,
g4 (x) ≡ V ∗ Cl ≤ 0.32 m/s,
g5 (x) ≡ Dur upper rib deflection ≤ 32 mm,
g6 (x) ≡ Dmr middle rib deflection ≤ 32 mm,
g7 (x) ≡ Dlr lower rib deflection ≤ 32 mm,
g8 (x) ≡ F Pubic force ≤ 4 kN,
g9 (x) ≡ VM BP Vel. of V-Pillar at mid-pt. ≤ 9.9 m/s,
g10 (x) ≡ VF D Vel. of front door at V-Pillar ≤ 15.7 m/s,
0.5 ≤ x1 ≤ 1.5, 0.45 ≤ x2 ≤ 1.35, 0.5 ≤ x3 ≤ 1.5,
0.5 ≤ x4 ≤ 1.5, 0.875 ≤ x5 ≤ 2.625, 0.4 ≤ x6 ≤ 1.2,
0.4 ≤ x7 ≤ 1.2.

s.t.

1
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A

5

Fig. 11.
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0.105,
0.192,
0.307,

Beam Direction
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The 42 discrete values of d are given below:
0

Pareto−optimal
front

Weight 38
(Kg) 42 3.55
Fig. 12.
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LBS based NSGA-II for the car side impact problem.

We have used the ideal point (24.368, 3.585, 10.611) as
the aspiration point, the nadir point (42.686, 3.997, 12.440)

as the reservation point, v1 = 2.0, v2 = 2.0, v3 = 0.4 and
 = 0.02. The nadir point is found by using a NSGA-II-based
methodology proposed earlier [5]. The solutions obtained on
the Pareto-optimal front are as shown in Figure 12.
VI. C OMPARISON OF I NTERACTIVE EMO
M ETHODOLOGIES
With an increase in attention for developing interactive
EMO methodologies, it is also important to know the pros
and cons of different strategies. Here, we compare the LBS
strategy with the previously suggested reference point and
reference direction based EMO methodologies.
• Reference point based EMO [7]: One or more reference points, a weight vector,  for spread are usersupplied. The procedure finds a region close to the
Pareto-optimal solution corresponding to the achievement scalarized solution from the reference point. Multiple reference points can be used. The procedure works
with more than one reference point simultaneously.
Some obtained solutions can be non Pareto-optimal.
• Reference direction based EMO [6]: One or more
reference directions, each dictated by two points on the
objective space, a weight vector and number of points on
each reference direction are user-supplied. The procedure finds a set of Pareto-optimal solutions corresponding to reference points along the reference direction. In
some sense, the obtained Pareto-optimal solutions are
projection of points on a reference direction. Multiple
reference directions can be used simultaneously. This
method theoretically finds Pareto-optimal solutions.
• Light beam search based EMO (this study): One
or more pairs of aspiration and reservation points, veto
threshold vector,  are user-supplied. The procedure
finds the portion of the Pareto-optimal frontier, in some
sense, illuminated by the light beam emanating from
the aspiration point towards the reservation point with
a span dictated by veto threshold. Multiple light beams
can be considered simultaneously. Density of solutions
are governed by . This method theoretically finds
Pareto-optimal solutions.
Each of the above methodologies finds a set of Paretooptimal solutions in a preferred region dictated by different
parameters. Such a methodology must have to be used
iteratively with the help of a utility function or other decisionmaking aides so that one or more particular solutions can be
chosen from the obtained set and a similar EMO procedure
can be applied once again. Such an iterative procedure should
continue till the DM is satisfied with the obtained solution.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have used an EMO procedure along with
the concept of the light beam search strategy for finding a
preferred set of Pareto-optimal solutions. By specifying an
aspiration point and a reservation point, the search results in
focusing on the Pareto-optimal frontier by a divergent light
beam controlled by a veto threshold vector. The distribution

of the solutions in the focussed region is controlled by
an  parameter. Using the above procedure, the decisionmaker can also obtain more than one set of preferred
regions simultaneously by simply choosing multiple light
beams. Its strength is evident from its ability to converge
satisfactorily to the true Pareto-optimal front even for a tenobjective optimization problem. In addition, the suggested
procedure has also been able to find a uniformly distributed
set of solutions. Upto three objective problems it achieves
exactly the true Pareto-optimal solutions, whereas for higher
objective problems the obtained solutions are very close to
the true Pareto-optimal front. The procedure is now ready
to be implemented with a GUI-based procedure so that
DM can specify aspiration and reservation points and other
parameters interactively and the above procedure can be
applied iteratively till a single preferred solution is found.
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